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Jisc Cyber Security Frameworks for the Education sector  
 
Many of the recent successful cyber-attacks that have crippled operations, caused financial loss and 
reputational damage, have been as a result of compromised vulnerable ‘unpatched’ systems and 
phishing attacks. To enable education institutions to implement a pro-active approach to cyber 
security, and protect and prevent from the ever-changing cyber-attacks that are the making headline 
news, Jisc have the following frameworks: 
 

• Vulnerability Assessment and Information Service  
• Simulated Phishing and Associated Awareness Training  

 
Jisc selected KHIPU Networks as the single supplier to provide these services following two OJEU 
competitive tenders. They were selected due to having the most economically advantageous 
solutions, supported by customer references within the sector. 
 
Vulnerability Assessment and Information Service – launched in April 2016 
 
The service detects and manages internal and external vulnerabilities within your IT estate, helping 
you to automate the management of your security risks, compliance and quality. The available 
services include: 
 

• Vulnerability Assessment: Provides automated, predetermined security vulnerability 
assessments of your IT assets. 
 

• Vulnerability Management: Produces reports which verify IT assets against new 
vulnerabilities and provide measurable information on improved IT security. 

 
• Vulnerability information: Keeps track of announcements, vulnerabilities and patches in 

your IT infrastructure – highlighting the systems which are mission critical to the institution. 
 
Key Benefits 
 

• Improved security: Meets the highest security standards and is ISO9001 and ISO27001 
certified. Helps your institution to detect vulnerabilities such as those making the headline 
news including WannaCry, Petya, Heartbleed and Shellshock. 
 

• Tailored service: Meets the needs of the UK education and research sector. Offers you the 
flexibility to scan your own networks and generate bespoke reports on known security 
vulnerabilities specific to your systems and those responsible for them. 

 
• Easy installation: Simple to implement and integrate with existing IT systems, enabling you 

to analyse your IT network devices, identify security vulnerabilities and resolve security 
issues.  

 
• Compliance: Automatically verifies whether your IT security policies are followed and 

implemented through compliance and secure configuration modelling. By identifying and 
resolving vulnerabilities on your network, the service helps your institution reduce the risk of 
information security breaches and associated costs. The service is able to scan public-facing 
IP addresses for PCI DSS compliance and can be accredited by an ASV (Approved 
Scanning Vendor) if required. 
 

• Saved purchasing time: Jisc selected KHIPU following an OJEU tender process, saving 
you time and money so you don’t have to undertake your own procurement exercise. The 
framework allows you to purchase the services directly from KHIPU.  
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Simulated Phishing and Associated Awareness Service – launched in April 2017 
 
Reduce the risks from phishing and related attacks by giving users the skills and awareness to spot 
threats. At Jisc, they understand that cybersecurity isn’t just for IT professionals. Users, too, play an 
important role in the defence against threats. As attacks such as phishing become more 
sophisticated, it’s vital to ensure that staff and students have the awareness and skills to spot a 
potential breach. 
 
That’s why, to help reduce the risk of cyber-attacks, the service offers phishing simulations to help 
users safely experience what an attack might look like – and related security training so they 
understand the wider risks and know what to do if they suspect an issue. 
 
How the service can help you 
The service is cost-effective and flexible. It includes practical simulations, as well as theoretical 
sessions, with a choice of classroom-based or virtual learning led by experienced cybersecurity 
experts. The simulation service includes: 
 

• Practical phishing simulations – including simulated phishing emails and websites. 
 

• Branded training landing pages to increase user awareness. 
 

• ‘Risk Assessment and Phishing Prevention’ reporting, highlighting the risks to phishing 
attacks with recommendations for user training, IT network configurations and cyber security 
solutions for on-going protection and prevention. 

 
• Cybersecurity ‘101’ training sessions – including training modules with videos, interactive 

quizzes and tests. 
 

• Bespoke services; ransomware and USB attack simulations, and smishing (SMS phishing). 
 
Using the associated awareness training, you can: 
 

• Build flexible training to suit your needs – this service can be customised to suit the specific 
needs of your users. 
 

• Get the benefit of experienced trainers – training is carried out by experienced cybersecurity 
experts, it’s not an ‘email-only’ software solution. 

 
• Achieve value for money – in pre-procuring this service, Jisc have taken into account the 

required investment to ensure it can meet the needs of the education sector. In particular, 
the cost of scaling the service across the number of users in a research and education 
institution. Its a single price per simulated phishing campaign regardless of how many users 
are 'phished' – instead of a 'per-user' price model, which can be cost prohibited. 

 
• Buy with confidence directly from KHIPU without a formal tender process– because Jisc 

have pre-procured this service and conducted due diligence on it, you can buy confidently, 
knowing it’s a service you can trust. 

 
“By improving user awareness, UK education and research institutions can benefit by 
reducing their exposure of phishing attacks that can have serious implications to their 
environments as well as their reputation. The service available from this framework 
agreement directly addresses the issues associated with cyber-breaches relating to phishing 
and lack of user awareness” 

Steve Kennett, Security Director, Jisc 
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University of Winchester case study “Automating vulnerability 
assessment & management” 
 
The challenge: Assessing vulnerabilities across the institution 
 
In today’s IT security environment, institutions know that risk assessment is a vital step on the road 
to risk reduction. When Sean Ashford, network and systems manager at the University of 
Winchester, conducted a detailed risk assessment of the Universities IT infrastructure, it was 
identified that a more pro-active and automated approach to assessing and managing vulnerabilities 
across the large network was needed. How else would Sean’s team identify, manage and patch all 
150+ servers manually, without consuming all of their time.  
 
The solution: Jisc’s vulnerability assessment and information service 
 
In May 2016, Ashford attended a presentation given by KHIPU Networks, who provide the Jisc 
vulnerability assessment and information service. This service automates the process of 
vulnerability scanning and provides reporting to help institutions prioritise and act on areas of risk. 
The University of Winchester procured the service via the Jisc framework – allowing Ashford to 
check his institution’s IT assets against an extensive list of potential security vulnerabilities. 
 
Benefits to staff, students and reputation: Reduced IT security risk  
 
“One of the main benefits of the service, is that it reduces the University of Winchester’s overall 
vulnerability to a breach” giving Sean and his team greater peace of mind. “Our IT infrastructure is 
more stable, more up to date and more secure,” Ashford says. 
 
Granular reporting allows Ashford’s team to prioritise risk: the system not only supplies a list of 
vulnerabilities, but classifies these vulnerabilities by potential severity and by server (host). And best 
of all, it’s of practical use: “The report doesn’t only tell you what’s wrong; it also tells you how to 
remedy it,” says Ashford.  
 
Efficiency benefits: The advantage of buying through Jisc 
 
Buying the system through Jisc’s purchasing framework allowed the University to procure and 
implement the service quickly, without delaying the start of its risk assessment and reduction 
process. Hence saving the University valuable time that it would otherwise have spent procuring 
from potential providers. 
 
“It would take at least a year for one person to look at patching levels on each server and do 
a risk assessment on each one. Previously we’ve had external companies do vulnerability 
reports – but in nowhere near the amount of detail and without explanations on how to fix 
issues. The Jisc service looks at every element of your infrastructure and identifies anything 
that’s remotely vulnerable. We found the Jisc framework easy to use, and completely 
compatible with the university’s financial rules and regulations – which sped up procurement 
of the service” 

Sean Ashford, Network and Systems Manager 
University of Winchester 

For further details on the services, please contact: 
 

• Vulnerability Assessment and Information Service: vulnerability.assessment@jisc.ac.uk  
• Simulated Phishing and Associated Awareness Training: simulated.phishing@jisc.ac.uk  
• 0345 272 0900 

 


